Counos Payment Gateway; A Full Tutorial
In this tutorial article, we are going to discuss Counos Payment Gateway and how
to use this system step by step. Go to https://payments.counos.io/

Counos Payment Gateway works with Counos SSO. In order to login to your
dashboard, you need to have an account in Counos.com (Counos SSO). To login
to Counos Payment Gateway, click on Account and then Dashboard.

Then you will be redirected to Counos SSO and there you need to enter your
email and password. Click on Sign In to enter Counos Payment Gateway.

Before going any further it needs to be mentioned that in order to use Counos
Payment Gateway, you need to have KVC verification (level 1). So if you don’t
have KYC verification, go to Counos SSO and get your KYC verification.
If you don’t have KYC verification, you will see the following page when you
enter Counos Payment Gateway:

As you can see if you don’t have KYC verification you will not be able to use
Counos Payment Gateway.
If you have KYC verification, after you login using Counos SSO, you will see
the following dashboard in Counos Payment Gateway:

As shown above, in the dashboard of Counos Payment Gateway, you can see all
the latest orders, their status, dates, amounts, and other information.
If you scroll down, you can also see the terminals that you have added. You can
see all the relevant information for all the terminals that you have.

This was the information you can see on the first page of your Counos Payment
Gateway dashboard.
Now let’s go through the items in the left hand menu one by one.
As mentioned above, the first item was the Dashboard.
Click on the second item, Terminals.

In this page, you can see the list of the terminals you have added.

In order to add a new terminal, click on Add on the top right side of the page as
shown below:

After you click on that, you will see the following page:

Let’s go through the different parts of the Terminals page one by one:
1. This is where you should put the name of the shop
2. This is where you should put the website of the shop
3. This is where you put the email address of the shop (or any relevant email
address)

4. If you choose this option, you allow withdrawals to take place via API
(different APIs will be explained separately. You can withdraw via those,
instead of going to the Withdraw menu in the Counos Payment Gateway)
5. This option is for receiving notifications via email
6. If you choose Active it means that this shop is active
At the end you can click on Save Changes to create a terminal.
You can see the terminal you created:

You can see the different information of the terminal you created:
- The tile of the terminal
- The email address you put in
- The website of the shop
- An API key which is automatically created after you create a terminal. This
API key will be used in the list of the APIs of the Counos Payment
Gateway. You will need this API key created for you automatically for
authentication.
- The number of paid orders
- And also the status of the terminal
If you want to edit the terminal you have created, click on Edit:

After you click on Edit, you will see the following page:

As you can see, in this page you can make changes to the terminal you have
created.
If you scroll down, you see that you can also pick or disable the cryptocurrencies
and stablecoins you want and also determine the number of expected
confirmations.

At the top right of the page, you can see the API that has been automatically
created for this terminal.

If you click on API Documentation, you can see the list of all the APIs that you
can use along with how you can do it. (APIs and their functions are explained
separately)

Let’s move on to the next item on the left hand menu, Orders:

Inside the orders menu you can see all the requested orders and their information.

You can filter the orders based on four statuses, as follows:
- All
- Paid
- Pending
- Unpaid

You can also choose between the order from different terminals:

Or, if you want you can search for a specific order by its ID:

If you click on Details for any order, you can see more information about them:

For example in the details of the order shown below, you can see:
- the order ID
- the name of the terminal in which this order has been requested
- the amount that has been paid
- the amount that should be paid
- the number of confirmations for the transaction
- the transaction ID for the payment
- the status of the order
- and the date when the order was requested

The next item on the left hand menu is Withdraws:

Inside this menu, you can see all the paid orders. All the paid orders are listed
here. It tells you which terminal has what amount of money and how much you
can withdraw. You can also see the total amount of money you can withdraw.
You can also see the withdrawal requests you have made. Here you can manage
these requests.
These requests are done with two-factor authentication. First you make the
withdrawal request. Then an email will be sent to you containing the verification
link. You need to click on that link, and after that you will be redirected to Counos
Payment Gateway and then you enter the wallet address and that amount will be
sent to you.
The payment gateway fee is 3 percent, which will be shown to you when you are
making the withdrawal, and it will be deducted from the amount of your
withdrawal.
Of course, withdrawals have some limitations. Coins have a minimum limit, and
in order for you to be able to withdraw them, the amount that you want to
withdraw must be more than that minimum amount.

The last item on the left hand menu is about your account information:

These information are taken from Counos SSO. You can see the information as
shown below. You can also see the last time you were active:

Thank You.

